
ESSAY QUESTIONS 

Please complete the essay questions in complete sentences and with much thought behind your 

answers.  Answers need to be emailed to the designated person by Saturday before the beginning of the 

next session. 

Session 7 

 CHOOSE EITHER QUESTION 1 OR 2 TO ANSWER 

1. What has living through the Coronavirus taught you about sacrifice? 

2. What does the True Presence of Jesus in the Eucharist mean to you? 

 

CHOOSE EITHER QUESTION 3 OR 4 TO ANSWER 

3. What did the author mean on page 181 that Mary was the first tabernacle?  When could you be 

considered a tabernacle? 

4. The non-religious definition of 'Communion' is association or fellowship.  Why do you think the 

Eucharist often referred to as 'Holy Communion'? 

Session 8 

CHOOSE ONE QUESTION TO ANSWER 

1. What gift of the spirit, and what fruit of the spirit do you find you need more of in your life and 

why? 

2. How would your life change if you grew in these 2 areas of your life? 

Session 9 

1. In this present time of pandemic and political differences, how can agape love help turn life in 

America around?  How can you start? 

Session 10  

CHOOSE ONE QUESTION TO ANSWER 

1. List the top 10 reasons you why want to get confirmed and live out your Catholic Faith. 
2.  How is the Sacrament Confirmation " beginning" of your faith journey? 

Session 11 

 ANSWER BOTH QUESTIONS WITH ONE OR TWO PARAGRAPHS 

1. What is one Spiritual Work of Mercy that you can act on this week?  What will you do? 

2.  How is Generosity related to our call to mission (to serve others)? 

 



Session 12 

ANSWER BOTH QUESTIONS WITH ONE OR TWO PARAGRAPHS 

1.  Describe a time when you created a holy moment - how did you feel?  Or… describe a time 

when you saw someone else create holy moment… what happened? 

 

2.  You are called and Chosen by God.  How will you respond?  Why do you want to be 

confirmed?  What do you expect will happen after you are confirmed? 

 


